Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U12s

Session 9 Shooting 2

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement
-Turing and shooting
-Communication

Activity 1

CHECK IN CHECK OUT
FROM VARIOUS SPOTS
Have several areas set up
around the penalty area.
Player runs about 10 yards
away (check out) then
checks back in toward ball.
They receive a pass and
shoot.

Progression
-Server can serve air balls
-Add a defender who plays 50%
Click to insert session diagram

-Quick shots
-Shot choice
-Movement to get open to shoot

Activity 2

FLYING CHANGES
2 goals about 30 yards
apart. Team divided &
behind each goal. 2 players
from one goal start with
ball and come out. 2
players from other goal
defend. Once shot is taken
or ball is out of play the 2
defenders immediately
attack and 2 new players
come in to defend

Progression
-Can play 3 offence and 2 defenders

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

BIG GOAL AND FLANK
GOALS
Use about half the field
with 1 big goal and 2 small
goals near the flanks at
midfield. Play 5v3 plus a
keeper. 5 Try and score on
big goal and 3 try to score
on flank goals.

Objectives

-Communication
-Use of space
-Tactical decision making
-Shot accuracy

Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
-Change to 5v4 or 4v3
-Limit touches

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

Click to insert session diagram
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Key Coaching Points
-Call for the ball when receiving
-Shield the ball and make quick
turns to the left or right to shoot
-Sometime let the ball keep rolling
and one touch shoot it
-Keep shots on goal
Discovery Question:
-When did you let the ball roll and
when did you touch it before
shooting? What is the advantage
and disadvantage of each?

-First option is look for shot
-Penetrate and keep moving
forward if possible
-Movement off the ball: cross over,
overlap, give and go
Discover Question:
-What did you do when you were
offence but without the ball

-Offense stay wide
-Remember triangles
-Look for threw balls
-Offense immediate pressure if you
loose the ball
-Every one follow shot
Discovery Question:
-What did you do to get open?
-How did your shots change
depending upon situation?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Using phrases like: "You're not the
kind of person who would..." can
help kids be self motivated while
you are directing and encouraging
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